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â€¢ Waterproof â€¢ Tear-Resistant â€¢ Topographic MapExplore the majesty of Yosemite National

Park with National Geographicâ€™s Trails Illustrated map. Loaded with helpful information on

camping, hiking, lodging, transportation, regulations, and safety, this map is an invaluable tool for

casual park visitors and avid adventurers alike. Expertly researched and created in partnership with

local land management agencies, the map features key areas of interest including Stanislaus

National Forest, Emigrant Wilderness, Carson Iceberg Wilderness, Toiyabe National Forest, Hoover

Wilderness, Inyo National Forest, Yosemite Wilderness, Sierra National Forest, and Ansel Adams

Wilderness. Detail of the popular Tuolumne Meadows and Yosemite Valley are provided in inset

maps.With almost 800 miles of mapped trails, the Yosemite National Park map can guide you off

the beaten path and back again. The clearly marked trails include mileages between intersections.

The map base includes contour lines and elevations for summits, passes and major lakes. Some of

the many recreation features include: campgrounds, trailheads, tram tours, ski areas, river access,

scenic overlooks, scenic byways, and interpretive trails.Every Trails Illustrated map is printed on

"Backcountry Tough" waterproof, tear-resistant paper. A full UTM grid is printed on the map to aid

with GPS navigation.Other features found on this map include: Ansel Adams Wilderness, Bridalveil

Fall, Cathedral Range, El Capitan, Emigrant Wilderness, Excelsior Mountain, Hoover Wilderness,

Illilouette Falls, Inyo National Forest, Lake Eleanor, Lower Yosemite Fall, Matterhorn Peak, Mount

Dana, Mount Lyell, Mount Ritter, Nevada Fall, Ribbon Fall, Ritter Range, Sierra National Forest,

Silver Strand Falls, Stanislaus National Forest, Tioga Pass, Toiyabe National Forest, Upper

Yosemite Falls, Vernal Fall, Yosemite National Park, Yosemite Valley.Map Scale = 1:80,000 &

1:40,000Sheet Size = 37.75" x 25.5"Folded Size = 4.25" x 9.25"
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Excellent map for all of your hiking and backcountry needs. The newer versions of these maps have

the distances of the trails marked which is handy when planning your trips.

As an earth scientist, maps are part and parcel of my skill set. And having been formerly employed

at Yosemite Nat'l Park and a continued regular visitor, the illustrated trails map was a must have.

Having been prepared by National Geographic was icing on the cake.The map is printed on all

weather sturdy stock with great colors and in high detail. I can show my grandchildren the many

trails I've hiked and share stories of backpacking from Yosemite to Lake Tahoe.Viewing the

Yosemite high country is awesome and this map provides suitable info for planning a trip and

guiding your hikes.

National Geographic publishes trail maps for many of the National Parks, including the popular

Yosemite National Park in the mountains of eastern California. This two-sided map features a

multi-color presentation, plastic coating for survival in the field, and enough flexibility to be folded

and refolded in various ways.One side shows the southern half of the park, including the southern

and western entrances and the high use areas of Yosemite Valley, Tuolumne Meadows, and

Mariposa Grove. The scale of the map is 1:80,000; inset maps of the Yosemite Valley and

Tuolumne Meadows are at 1:40,000. The reverse side of the map shows the northern half of the

park and provides general information on its operations.The map offers a vivid presentation of

countours, roads, trails, and other prominent features. It has sufficient details for driving around the

park; it may or may not offer enough detail for hiking and climbing, depending on the experience of

the user. "National Geographic"s Yosemite National Park Map" is highly recommended as a

planning and travel resource.

This durable map has terrific detail and is an essential tool for us old-school hikers who don't like

using or carrying a GPS unit.

This is a premium map. It is thick paper that has a substantial feel to it. It includes the park and



surrounding areas. otherwise a normal map.

This map weighs 3.2 ounces and covers all of Yosemite National Park. Its scale is 1:80,000, or 1

inch = 1.26 miles. I own several topographic trail maps of Yosemite, and this one is the most

beautiful. Trail distances are marked.I will probably never hike with this map, because my Tom

Harrison maps are smaller (thus lighter) and more zoomed in. The Tom Harrison Yosemite High

Country trail map covers most of the places I keep going back to, and weighs half as much as this

map. However, for a trip that includes visits to locations all over the park (e.g. if you're driving and

want to do day hikes at Hetch Hetchy and Yosemite Valley and Tuolumne Meadows) the National

Geographic map might make a lot of sense.I do like this map for brainstorming my next hike at

home -- you can see a lot of park at once, though the area north of Hetch Hetchy is on the back of

the map. It's also nice that it includes some of the wilderness and national forest areas adjacent to

Yosemite. Planning a trip along the border between Tom Harrison's Yosemite and Mammoth High

Country maps was a nuisance I could have avoided if I'd had this map at the time.I'm glad I have

this map, though it's not the first Yosemite map I'd recommend for hiking, especially if you're going

to be staying in a single area.

This was very helpful on our trip to Yosemite. Very Very detailed, probably more so than we

needed. If you are just a touristy stick to the popular trails kind of hiker, the free map you get in the

park is probably sufficient, but this one is a must if you backpack the back country and hike into the

wilderness.Great coating on this map to keep from getting wet. I accidentally wrinkled very badly,

and flattened it out and put some heavy weights on it and it was good as new again.

Purchased this for Yosemite backpack planning and trail use. Have used about six National

Geographic Trails maps now for backpacking in different parts of the U.S. Always very helpful. In

this case, it would be better if map elevation profiles and information about specific trails were

available, but the map would need to be twice as big. So a map for a specific part is required for

quick profile info or internet searching. Excellent product.
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